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ABSTRACT

The SnowScat device, a tower-mounted fully polarimet-
ric scatterometer for measurements of the radar cross-
section of snow at X-band up to Ku-band, has recently
been enhanced to also support a tomographic profil-
ing mode. The new tomographic profiling capability of
SnowScat allows for performing high-resolution obser-
vations providing further insights into the complex elec-
tromagnetic interaction within snowpacks. In this pa-
per, we present first results obtained from a series of to-
mographic profiles of a snowpack acquired with the en-
hanced SnowScat device at a test site of SLF in Davos,
Switzerland, between Dec. 2014 and March 2015.
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tomography, tomographic profiling, SAR tomography,
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1. INTRODUCTION

The SnowScat instrument [1–4] has originally been de-
signed as a tower-mounted fully polarimetric scatterom-
eter for measurements of the radar cross-section of snow
at X-band up to Ku-band over a frequency range of 9.15-
17.9 GHz. Here, we present an extension of SnowScat for
tomographic profiling capabilities. This extension aims
at enhancing the SnowScat device in order to better re-
spond to the ESAC recommendations made on the dese-
lected CoReH2O candidate following the User Consulta-
tion meeting in March 2013 for the 7 Earth Explorer mis-
sion. Such new capability allows for performing high-
resolution tomographic profiling observations providing
further insights into the complex electromagnetic inter-
action within snowpacks.

Experiments of a similar kind (using different hardware
and applying 2-D aperture synthesis in elevation and az-
imuth) have been reported in [5, 6] that already indicated
the potential of tomographic observations of snowpacks
using microwave remote sensing in the X-/Ku-band.

The tomographic measurement concept of the SnowScat
device is different in the sense that aperture synthesis is
only performed along the elevation direction (along the
direction perpendicular to the line of sight). This means
that the azimuth resolution is frequency-dependent and
is governed by the beamwidth of the SnowScat antenna;
therefore, the azimuth resolution decreases with increas-
ing range distance. The reason behind this configuration
is that the enhanced SnowScat device is designed to op-
erate in both modes, the original scatterometer mode, and
the new tomographic profiling mode. The user can switch
between the two modes at his discretion.

In this paper, we present and discuss first results of a se-
ries of tomographic profiles of snowpacks acquired with
the enhanced SnowScat device at a test site of SLF in
Davos, Switzerland, between December 2014 and March
2015.

2. METHODS

2.1. Tomographic measurement setup

The nominal acquisition scenario that was planned and
implemented at the test site in Davos, Switzerland, is
shown in Fig. 1. The SnowScat device (see Table 1 for the
system specifications) is attached to a rail on a triangu-
lar truss. The SnowScat device can be moved along this
rail (tilted by 45 degree) within a maximal total synthetic
aperture length of 2.22m. The centre of the synthetic
aperture is located approximately 7.5m above ground. At
this central position the SnowScat device is pointing at
the center of a tomographic test target, assuming an in-
cidence angle of 45 degree. The tomographic test target
is used as a reference and for validation purposes. It con-
sists of an array of eight aluminium spheres mounted on a
carbon tube. The dimensions of the spheres and the asso-
ciated radar cross sections are given in Table 2. In Table 3
the parameters for the tomographic acquisition of the test
campaign are shown.
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Figure 1. Tomographic measurement setup of the enhanced SnowScat device at the SLF test site in Davos, Switzerland.
The SnowScat device is moveable along a tilted rail to create a synthetic aperture in elevation direction. In such a way, a
high resolution is not only obtained in range direction but also in elevation direction (i.e., perpendicular to the mean line
of sight). The situation shows the tomographic test target (in the center) made of 8 spheres on a carbon tube. (Close to
the scaffolding another test target for the scatterometer mode and, on the far right, a calibration sphere are visible).

2.2. Stripmap-mode resolution

The SnowScat device can be moved along the rail by a to-
tal distance of 2.22m. Assuming an unconstrained eleva-
tion beamwidth a resolution of about δn = λcr0/(2L) =
0.05m could be obtained at a range distance of 9m. How-
ever, since the SnowScat device was originally designed
as a scatterometer the antenna beamwidth is rather nar-
row, between 4.6o and 9.0o, depending on the frequency:
θbw = λ/D. So, at a range distance of approximately r0
= 9m the effective synthetic aperture for that location is
only Lst = 0.72m at a beamwidth of θbw = 4.6o. There-
fore, the maximal resolution that can be expected in el-
evation direction (perpendicular to the line of sight) in
stripmap mode is δnst

= λcr0/(2Lst) = 0.15m. It is,
however, possible to measure at different elevation an-
gles while moving along the rail. This leads to a spot-
light mode acquisition with a longer synthetic aperture
approaching again a resolution of 0.05 m as obtained with
the maximal synthetic aperture length allowed by the rail.

2.3. Data processing

The tomographic profiling is performed by coherently
combining—in this case, time-domain back-projection
(TDBP)-based aperture synthesis [7, 8] is applied—a
number of SnowScat measurements taken at different an-
tenna positions uniformly spaced along the tilted rail. The
TDBP processing approach takes into account the actual
3-D geometry between the sensor positions and the illu-
minated volume while focusing the data. In particular,
the TDBP algorithm implements a ray-tracing-like cal-
culation of the wave propagation, which allows for in-
cluding the refraction occurring at the air/snow interface
and potential further refraction at different layers within
the snowpack under inspection. A virtual range distance
Rv can be calculated iteratively based on the incidence
angle θ, the angle of refraction θS , the refractive index
ns, and the different phase velocities c (in air) and vS (in
the snow volume). The delay-and-sum approach of the
TDBP focusing can be written as (omitting the antenna



Table 1. System specifications of SnowScat device

Power 230V, max ∼ 60W
Weight ∼ 40 kg
Temperature range -40oC to 40oC
Antennas Dual pol, < 10o (3dB)
Antenna cross-pol < -25 dB
Frequency SFCW from 9.15 to 17.9GHz
Incidence angle -40o to 110o
Azimuth angle -180o to 180o
Polarization HH, HV, VV, VH
Dynamic range Receiver dynamic range > 80 dB with the 16bit ADC
Signal bias < 0.5 dB
Gain characterization Internal calibration, Calibration sphere (diameter: 25 cm)
Control Remote control through Ethernet, standalone
Data storage Internal, external through Ethernet
RFI Frequency blacklist

gain pattern and the range-spreading loss):

v(~ri) =

M∑
k=1

gk[Rv(~ri, ~rk, ns)]·exp[i 4π/λRv(~ri, ~rk, ns)]

(1)
where ~ri is the 3-D position vector of the target location
for which the tomographic inversion is performed, ~rk is
the 3-D position vector of the antenna phase center at po-
sition k within the synthetic aperture, gk(...) is the range-
compressed signal at antenna position k, λ is the wave-
length of the carrier signal, Rv(~ri, ~rk, ns) is the (virtual)
range distance between antenna position k and the loca-
tion ~ri taking into account the refraction, and v(~ri) is the
tomographically focused signal at location ~ri. The range
echo values at the correct distance are retrieved by a com-
bined FFT-based and linear interpolation of the complex-
valued echo. An antenna pattern weighting function in
elevation is applied during the back-projection image for-
mation. Multi-looking can then be performed by just spa-
tially averaging the tomographic image. Note, that the to-
mographic slices (2-D plots in Fig. 2) are 1-look intensity
images.

For the SnowScat measurement setup the geometry is
well known. Therefore, one can assume that the follow-
ing assumptions are valid as a first approximation:

1. antenna positions and position of the image recon-
struction grid (area of interest) are known

2. a homogeneous snow layer with known depth is as-
sumed

3. thus, the point of entry at the air/snow interface can
be calculated based on the previous two assump-
tions.

The concept is based on calculating the ”point of entry”
(and its corresponding ray path) at the air/snow interface.
Once the point of entry is known the incidence angles
(which relate each point of the reconstruction grid to a

specific measurement at a particular angle and antenna
position), and the propagation time between antenna and
grid point on the reconstruction grid can be computed
from trigonometry.

Table 2. Radar cross sections (RCS) of spheres: σ = πr2

Radius of sphere [m] RCS [m2]
0.10 0.0314
0.075 0.0177
0.06 0.0113
0.05 0.0078

Table 3. Parameters for the tomographic acquisition of
the test measurement

Spacing between antenna positions 0.04 m
Number of measurements along rail 50
Length. of synthetic aperture 1.96 m
Elevation angle of antenna pointing direction 45o

3. RESULTS

In Fig. 2, a series of tomographic profiles obtained
by TDBP-focusing of 50 range echoes of the HH-
polarization channel of the SnowScat device are given.
Each 1-look image shows the situation at the test site in
Davos, Switzerland, as shown in Fig. 2: the tomographic
test target with its 8 aluminium spheres and the ground
surface and/or the snowpack are imaged under snow-free
and snow-covered condition. Aperture synthesis was per-
formed by a TDBP approach taking into account a simple
refraction model. Below each of the 2-D slices a vertical
profile of mean intensity averaged over 1 m horizontally
(see blue rectangle) is shown. In addition, two in-situ
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System Specification of SnowScat 

First results: Tomographic profiles of a snowpack 

Outlook 

•  Regarding tomographic imaging: Modeling of the refraction and the tomographic focusing need to 
be further refined for the case where multiple layers are present in a thick snowpack. This aspect 
requires further investigation and testing with SnowScat tomographic profiling data of a substantial 
snowpack. 

•  The new tomographic profiling capability of SnowScat now allows for investigating the complex 
electromagnetic interaction within snowpacks at a high spatial resolution at a dedicated test site 
over an extended period of time. 
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Experiment: Tomographic measurement setup at the SLF test site in Davos, Switzerland Motivation / Goals 

•  The SnowScat instrument has originally been designed as a tower-mounted fully 
polarimetric scatterometer for measurements of the radar cross-section of snow at X-band 
up to Ku-band over a frequency range of 9.15 – 17.9 GHz. 

•  Here, we present an extension of SnowScat for tomographic profiling capabilities. 
•  This extension aims at enhancing the SnowScat device in order to better respond to the 

ESAC recommendations made on the deselected CoReH2O candidate following the User 
Consultation meeting in March 2013 for the 7 Earth Explorer mission. 

•  Such new capability allows for performing high-resolution tomographic profiling observations 
providing further insights into the complex electromagnetic interaction within snowpacks. 

•  We present and discuss first results of a series of tomographic profiles of a snowpack 
acquired at a test site of SLF in Davos, Switzerland, between Dec. 2014 and March 2015. 

Methods: Simplified model and time-domain based reconstruction scheme 

Discussion 

Tomographic test target •  SnowScat device is moveable along a 
rail tilted by 45 degree. 

•  Maximal synthetic aperture (PLOS) 
L = 2.22 m. 

•  Pointing direction of antennas is 
adjustable in elevation and azimuth 

•  Assuming an incidence angle of 45 
degree and the SnowScat antennas 
positioned at the center of the synthetic 
aperture the SnowScat antennas are 
pointing to the center of the tomo-
graphic test target with its vertical array 
of metal spheres.  
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TABLE III
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS OF SNOWSCAT DEVICE

Power 230V, max ⇠ 60W
Weight ⇠ 40 kg
Temperature range -40oC to 40oC
Antennas Dual pol, < 10o (3dB)
Antenna cross-pol < -25 dB
Frequency SFCW from 9.15 to 17.9GHz
Incidence angle -40o to 110o

Azimuth angle -180o to 180o

Polarization HH, HV, VV, VH
Dynamic range Receiver dynamic range > 80 dB with the 16bit ADC
Signal bias < 0.5 dB
Gain characterization Internal calibration, Calibration sphere (Ø25 cm)
Control Remote control through Ethernet, standalone
Data storage Internal, external through Ethernet
RFI Frequency blacklist

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR THE TOMOGRAPHIC MODE OF SNOWSCAT

L = 2.22 m max length. of synthetic aperture
Approx. unambiguous distance in normal direction un ???
Nominal spacing between antenna positions 0.02 m ?() to ??? (used 4cm)
Antennas Dual pol, < 10o (3dB)
Antenna cross-pol < -25 dB

validate the tomographic focusing of the snow volume.
In the following two sections, aspects concerning the mea-

surement in the context of sampling requirements, ambiguities,
and resolution in elevation direction, as well as the processing
procedure are discussed.

VII. SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION UNDER SNOW
CONDITION

work in progress

VIII. AUTOFOCUS-BASED ASSESSMENT AND CORRECTION
OF THE REMAINING UNKNOWN PATH DELAY

Still open, to be tested with real data.
1) Equivalent number of looks (ENL), radiometric accu-

racy: Assuming fully developed speckle (the worst case
scenario, so to say, in terms of the radiometric accuracy)
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TDBP-based tomographic profiling

v (̨ri ) =
Mÿ

k=1

gk [Rv (̨ri , r̨k , ns)] · exp[i 4fi/⁄Rv (̨ri , r̨k , ns)] . (1)

r̨i : 3-D position vector of the target location for
which the tomographic inversion is performed.

r̨k : 3-D position vector of the antenna phase center
at position k within the synthetic aperture.

gk (...) : Range-compressed signal at antenna position k .
⁄ : Wavelength of the carrier signal.
Rv (̨ri , r̨k , ns) : (Virtual) range distance between antenna position k

and the location r̨i taking into account the refraction.
v (̨ri ) : Tomographically focused signal at location r̨i .
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Maximal resolution for SnowScat experiment

Stripmap-mode resolution

”n =
⁄cr0

2L
(= 0.05m),

max. synth. apert. L=2.22m.
Range @ PCA: r0 = 9 m,
for unconstrained beamwidth.
BUT, ◊bw = ⁄/D of SnowScat:
[ 9.0o, 4.6o].
So, for r0 = 9 m æ Lst = 0.72m
based on ◊bw = 4.6o

∆ Max. resolution in elevation:
”nst = ⁄cr0

2Lst
= 0.15m

Spotlight-mode resolution

”nsp ¥ ⁄c

4 sin(„0)

⁄c : central wavelength.
„0 : half-angle of integration.
Extreme case: semi-circular
aperture („0 = 90o):
”ncirc = ⁄c/4.
SnowScat setup: „0 = 7o

∆ Max. resolution in elevation:
”nsp = ⁄c

4 sin(„0) ¥ 0.05m
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Snow profi le:  193 Location: GR Frauenkirch Date  & t ime:  02 .03 .2015 13:00
Observer: Amy Macfarlane Elevation: 1510 m Air temp.: 2.0 °C
Profile no.: 1 Aspect of slope: flat / Slope angle:  ° Sky condition: Overcast (8/8)

coordinates: 780422 / 182826 Wind: N /  km/h
Water equivalent HSW: --- mm (HS: --- cm) Mean density: --- kg/m³ Mean ram resistance:  N
Hasty Pit: No
Weather & precip.: Schneefall
Remarks: 

PP  DF  RG  FC  DH  SH  MF  IFil  FCxr  PPgp  

Copyright (C) SLF Davos
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•  Acquisition date: 15. Feb. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 11:15h – 15:05h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 45 – 50 cm 
•  Air temperature = 4.3oC – 10.0oC 
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•  Acquisition date: 03. Mar. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 21:01h – 23:43h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 60 – 65 cm 
•  Air temperature = -4oC – -3oC 

•  Acquisition date: 01. Mar. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 21:02h – 23:44h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 50 – 55 cm 
•  Air temperature = -1oC – 0oC 

•  Acquisition date: 29. Jan. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 11:12h – 15:02h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 39 – 42 cm 
•  Air temperature = -4oC – -2oC 

•  Acquisition date: 14. Nov. 2014 
•  Acquisition time: 00:04h – 03:47h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 0 cm 
•  Air temperature = ~0oC 

•  The new tomographic profiling observation capability of the enhanced SnowScat measurement setup 
was successfully demonstrated by means of: 

•  a tomographic test target and 
•  a first set of tomographic profiling measurements at a test site in Davos, Switzerland, under both 

snow-free and snow-covered conditions. 
•  The tomographic slices, obtained from 50 HH-polarized measurements along the rail, distinctly show 

•  the ground surface layer in snow-free conditions and  
•  different layers within the snowpack that were identified as melt-freeze crusts and ice layers in 

accompanying in-situ snow profile measurements. 
•  Tomographic profiles of average intensities reveal the most prominent layers in the snow pack. 
•  An interesting case was also found when a tomographic measurement was taken under a melted 

snow surface condition where virtually no penetration into the snowpack, but instead, double and triple 
bounce scattering can be observed resulting in “ghost targets” of the spheres of the tomographic test 
target. 

Snell’s law: 
 
 

     ! solve for da/s 
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System Specification of SnowScat 

First results: Tomographic profiles of a snowpack 

Outlook 

•  Regarding tomographic imaging: Modeling of the refraction and the tomographic focusing need to 
be further refined for the case where multiple layers are present in a thick snowpack. This aspect 
requires further investigation and testing with SnowScat tomographic profiling data of a substantial 
snowpack. 

•  The new tomographic profiling capability of SnowScat now allows for investigating the complex 
electromagnetic interaction within snowpacks at a high spatial resolution at a dedicated test site 
over an extended period of time. 

 
 [1] C. L. Werner, A. Wiesmann, T. Strozzi, M. Schneebeli, and C. Matzler, “The snowscat ground-based  

           polarimetric scatterometer:Calibration and initial measurements from Davos Switzerland,” in Proc. 
           IEEE Int. Geosci. Remote Sens. Symp., July 2010, pp. 2363–2366. 

 [2] A. Wiesmann, C. L. Werner, T. Strozzi, C. Matzler, T. Nagler, H. Rott, M. Schneebeli, and U. 
      Wegmuller, “SnowScat, X- to Ku-band scatterometer development,” in Proc. ESA Living Planet 

           Symposium, June 2010. 
 [3] A. Wiesmann, C. Werner, C. Matzler, M. Schneebeli, T. Strozzi, and U. Wegmuller, “Mobile X- to Ku- 

           band scatterometer in support of the CoRe-H2O mission,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Geosci. Remote Sens. 
           Symp., vol. 5, July 2008, pp. 244–247. 

 [4] O. Frey and E. Meier, “3-D time-domain SAR imaging of a forest using airborne multibaseline data 
           at L- and P-bands,” IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sens., vol. 49, no. 10, pp. 3660–3664, Oct. 2011. 

 [5] L. Ferro-Famil, S. Tebaldini, M. Davy, F. Boute, "3D SAR imaging of the snowpack in presence of  
             propagation velocity changes: Results from the AlpSAR campaign," in Proc. IEEE Int. Geosci. 

      Remote Sens. Symp., July 2014, pp.3370-3373. 

Experiment: Tomographic measurement setup at the SLF test site in Davos, Switzerland Motivation / Goals 

•  The SnowScat instrument has originally been designed as a tower-mounted fully 
polarimetric scatterometer for measurements of the radar cross-section of snow at X-band 
up to Ku-band over a frequency range of 9.15 – 17.9 GHz. 

•  Here, we present an extension of SnowScat for tomographic profiling capabilities. 
•  This extension aims at enhancing the SnowScat device in order to better respond to the 

ESAC recommendations made on the deselected CoReH2O candidate following the User 
Consultation meeting in March 2013 for the 7 Earth Explorer mission. 

•  Such new capability allows for performing high-resolution tomographic profiling observations 
providing further insights into the complex electromagnetic interaction within snowpacks. 

•  We present and discuss first results of a series of tomographic profiles of a snowpack 
acquired at a test site of SLF in Davos, Switzerland, between Dec. 2014 and March 2015. 

Methods: Simplified model and time-domain based reconstruction scheme 

Discussion 

Tomographic test target •  SnowScat device is moveable along a 
rail tilted by 45 degree. 

•  Maximal synthetic aperture (PLOS) 
L = 2.22 m. 

•  Pointing direction of antennas is 
adjustable in elevation and azimuth 

•  Assuming an incidence angle of 45 
degree and the SnowScat antennas 
positioned at the center of the synthetic 
aperture the SnowScat antennas are 
pointing to the center of the tomo-
graphic test target with its vertical array 
of metal spheres.  
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TABLE III
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS OF SNOWSCAT DEVICE

Power 230V, max ⇠ 60W
Weight ⇠ 40 kg
Temperature range -40oC to 40oC
Antennas Dual pol, < 10o (3dB)
Antenna cross-pol < -25 dB
Frequency SFCW from 9.15 to 17.9GHz
Incidence angle -40o to 110o

Azimuth angle -180o to 180o

Polarization HH, HV, VV, VH
Dynamic range Receiver dynamic range > 80 dB with the 16bit ADC
Signal bias < 0.5 dB
Gain characterization Internal calibration, Calibration sphere (Ø25 cm)
Control Remote control through Ethernet, standalone
Data storage Internal, external through Ethernet
RFI Frequency blacklist

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR THE TOMOGRAPHIC MODE OF SNOWSCAT

L = 2.22 m max length. of synthetic aperture
Approx. unambiguous distance in normal direction un ???
Nominal spacing between antenna positions 0.02 m ?() to ??? (used 4cm)
Antennas Dual pol, < 10o (3dB)
Antenna cross-pol < -25 dB

validate the tomographic focusing of the snow volume.
In the following two sections, aspects concerning the mea-

surement in the context of sampling requirements, ambiguities,
and resolution in elevation direction, as well as the processing
procedure are discussed.

VII. SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION UNDER SNOW
CONDITION

work in progress

VIII. AUTOFOCUS-BASED ASSESSMENT AND CORRECTION
OF THE REMAINING UNKNOWN PATH DELAY

Still open, to be tested with real data.
1) Equivalent number of looks (ENL), radiometric accu-

racy: Assuming fully developed speckle (the worst case
scenario, so to say, in terms of the radiometric accuracy)
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TDBP-based tomographic profiling

v (̨ri ) =
Mÿ

k=1

gk [Rv (̨ri , r̨k , ns)] · exp[i 4fi/⁄Rv (̨ri , r̨k , ns)] . (1)

r̨i : 3-D position vector of the target location for
which the tomographic inversion is performed.

r̨k : 3-D position vector of the antenna phase center
at position k within the synthetic aperture.

gk (...) : Range-compressed signal at antenna position k .
⁄ : Wavelength of the carrier signal.
Rv (̨ri , r̨k , ns) : (Virtual) range distance between antenna position k

and the location r̨i taking into account the refraction.
v (̨ri ) : Tomographically focused signal at location r̨i .
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Maximal resolution for SnowScat experiment

Stripmap-mode resolution

”n =
⁄cr0

2L
(= 0.05m),

max. synth. apert. L=2.22m.
Range @ PCA: r0 = 9 m,
for unconstrained beamwidth.
BUT, ◊bw = ⁄/D of SnowScat:
[ 9.0o, 4.6o].
So, for r0 = 9 m æ Lst = 0.72m
based on ◊bw = 4.6o

∆ Max. resolution in elevation:
”nst = ⁄cr0

2Lst
= 0.15m

Spotlight-mode resolution

”nsp ¥ ⁄c

4 sin(„0)

⁄c : central wavelength.
„0 : half-angle of integration.
Extreme case: semi-circular
aperture („0 = 90o):
”ncirc = ⁄c/4.
SnowScat setup: „0 = 7o

∆ Max. resolution in elevation:
”nsp = ⁄c

4 sin(„0) ¥ 0.05m
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Snow profi le:  193 Location: GR Frauenkirch Date  & t ime:  02 .03 .2015 13:00
Observer: Amy Macfarlane Elevation: 1510 m Air temp.: 2.0 °C
Profile no.: 1 Aspect of slope: flat / Slope angle:  ° Sky condition: Overcast (8/8)

coordinates: 780422 / 182826 Wind: N /  km/h
Water equivalent HSW: --- mm (HS: --- cm) Mean density: --- kg/m³ Mean ram resistance:  N
Hasty Pit: No
Weather & precip.: Schneefall
Remarks: 

PP  DF  RG  FC  DH  SH  MF  IFil  FCxr  PPgp  

Copyright (C) SLF Davos
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! Snow-free condition! 
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•  Acquisition date: 15. Feb. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 11:15h – 15:05h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 45 – 50 cm 
•  Air temperature = 4.3oC – 10.0oC 
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•  Acquisition date: 03. Mar. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 21:01h – 23:43h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 60 – 65 cm 
•  Air temperature = -4oC – -3oC 

•  Acquisition date: 01. Mar. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 21:02h – 23:44h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 50 – 55 cm 
•  Air temperature = -1oC – 0oC 

•  Acquisition date: 29. Jan. 2015 
•  Acquisition time: 11:12h – 15:02h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 39 – 42 cm 
•  Air temperature = -4oC – -2oC 

•  Acquisition date: 14. Nov. 2014 
•  Acquisition time: 00:04h – 03:47h 
•  Snow height (SLF2) = 0 cm 
•  Air temperature = ~0oC 

•  The new tomographic profiling observation capability of the enhanced SnowScat measurement setup 
was successfully demonstrated by means of: 

•  a tomographic test target and 
•  a first set of tomographic profiling measurements at a test site in Davos, Switzerland, under both 

snow-free and snow-covered conditions. 
•  The tomographic slices, obtained from 50 HH-polarized measurements along the rail, distinctly show 

•  the ground surface layer in snow-free conditions and  
•  different layers within the snowpack that were identified as melt-freeze crusts and ice layers in 

accompanying in-situ snow profile measurements. 
•  Tomographic profiles of average intensities reveal the most prominent layers in the snow pack. 
•  An interesting case was also found when a tomographic measurement was taken under a melted 

snow surface condition where virtually no penetration into the snowpack, but instead, double and triple 
bounce scattering can be observed resulting in “ghost targets” of the spheres of the tomographic test 
target. 

Snell’s law: 
 
 

     ! solve for da/s 

Figure 2. Series of tomographic profiles (HH-channel) of the situation including the test target with its 8 aluminium
spheres at the test site in Davos, Switzerland. Each 1-look image was obtained from 50 measurements along the rail.
Aperture synthesis was performed by a time-domain back-projection approach taking into account a simple refraction
model. Below each of the 2-D slices a vertical profile of mean intensity averaged over 1 m horizontally (see blue rectangle)
is shown. Upper left: reference case under snow-free condition; only the surface of the meadow and the tomographic test
target are visible. Upper right, lower left/middle: profile of the snowpack (and the tomographic test target) at different
instances in time, temperature below melting point. The 1-D vertical profile of the case shown at the center of the lower
row is also compared to in-situ snow profile measurement taken a day earlier. The comparison indicates that two of the
three main melt-freeze crusts/ice layer as well as the ground surface are correctly resolved in the tomographic profile.
Lower right: data acquisition under melted snow surface condition leading to double bounce and triple bounce (snow
surface, sphere, snow surface) scattering which results in ghost targets in the tomographic image.



snow profile measurements taken at the test site are dis-
played on the lower right of Fig. 2.

4. DISCUSSION

The new tomographic profiling observation capability of
the enhanced SnowScat measurement setup is demon-
strated by means of a tomographic test target and a first
set of tomographic profiling measurements at a test site
in Davos, Switzerland, under both snow-free and snow-
covered conditions. The tomographic slices shown in
Fig. 2, each of them obtained from 50 HH-polarized mea-
surements along the rail, distinctly show (1) the specu-
lar reflection from the spheres of the test target, (2) the
ground surface in snow-free conditions, and (3) different
layers within the snowpack that were identified as melt-
freeze crusts and ice layers in accompanying in-situ snow
profile measurements. Tomographic profiles of average
intensities, averaged along ground range, are in accor-
dance with the most prominent horizontal layers of the
snowpack as retrieved by means of the two in-situ snow
profile measurements. The comparison indicates that two
of the three main melt-freeze crusts/ice layer as well as
the ground surface are correctly resolved in the tomo-
graphic profile. An interesting case (see Fig. 2, lower
right) was also found when a tomographic measurement
was taken under a melted snow surface condition where
virtually no penetration into the snowpack, but instead,
double and triple bounce scattering can be observed re-
sulting in “ghost targets” of the spheres of the tomo-
graphic test target.

5. CONCLUSION

The new tomographic profiling capability of SnowScat
now allows for investigating the complex electromag-
netic interaction within snowpacks at a high spatial res-
olution at a dedicated test site, in a well-controlled envi-
ronment, and over an extended period of time. This first
test campaign has shown the high potential of the new
tomographic profiling mode to resolve layered structures
within a snowpack. Modeling of the refraction and the
tomographic focusing need to be further refined to im-
prove the tomographic imaging in the case where multi-
ple layers are present in a thick snowpack. This aspect
requires further investigation and testing with SnowScat
tomographic profiling data of a more substantial snow-
pack.
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